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Let M be a manifold without boundary and f: M + Y be a cellular map. Let C(M) be the 
function space of all maps from M onto itself. It is shown that dim Y i ~0 iff there exists a map 
I$: Y + C(M) such that & shrinks f-‘(y) for each y E Y 
AMS(MOS) Subj. Class.: 54B15, 57N60 
1. Introduction 
In this paper, we will be concerned with cellular maps with finite dimensional 
ranges. All spaces are assumed to be metrizable. Let M” be an n-manifold without 
boundary. A subset in M is cellular in M [4] if it is the intersection of a sequence 
of topological n-cells 0: (ia l), where Di+i c Int Di c M. A map is proper if the 
inverse image of each compact subset of the range is compact. A proper map 
f: M + Y is cellular if f-‘(y) is cellular in M for each y E Y. This means that the 
cellularity of a map is defined as the jiberwise cellularity. We will show that if 
dim Y < ~0, then the cellular map f has the continuous cellularity with respect to 
the range Y, and vice versa. 
Let C(M) denote the space of all maps of M onto itself, with the compact-open 
topology. Define G = {(j(x), x): x E M}, the graph of J: 
Theorem 1.1. Let f: M + Y be a cellular map. Then the following conditions are 
equivalent. 
(i) dim Y < 03. 
(ii) There exists a map 4: Y+ C(M) such thatf-‘(y) is a unique nondegenerate 
Jiber of&for each y E Y. 
(iii) The projection p: (Y x M) - G+ Y is a focally trivial bundle map. 
The dimension means the covering dimension [5]. Theorem 1.1 implies that we 
need the finite dimensionality of the range to shrink each fiber of a cellular map 
continuously with respect to the range. 
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2. Fiber preserving shrinking of a graph 
In this section, we will show that the graph of a cellular map is jiber preserving 
shrinkable if the range is finite dimensional. Our treatment of a graph is similar to 
the one in [2]. 
Throughout the section, f: M” + Y is a fixed cellular map and we assume dim Y < 
a.Thenby[6],dim Y<n.p:YxM + Y denotes the projection and G is the graph 
off; i.e., G = LJ{y xf-l(y); y E Y}. 
A jiber preserving (jp.) ambient pseudo-isotopy of Y x M with support in a subset 
UcYxMmeansahomotopy~,:YxM+YxM(O~t~l)suchthat 
(i) &=id, ~6 =P, 4t~(YxM)PU=i4 
(ii) #+ is a homeomorphism for 0 s t < 1 and I& is a proper onto map. 
If 4, is also a homeomorphism, then we omit the term ‘pseudo’. We say an f.p. onto 
map 4: Y x M + Y x M shrinks G if the nondegenerate fibers of 4 are exactly the 
nondegenerate subsets of the form y xf-l(y), y E Y. 
Proposition 2.1. For each neighborhood U of G in Y x M, there exists anjp. ambient 
pseudo-isotopy 4, (0 s t s 1) of Y x M, with support in U and such that 4, shrinks G. 
Lemma 2.2. For each neighborhood U of G in Y x M and each open cover ?” of Y x M, 
there.exist a neighborhood U* of G in U and an$p. ambient isotopy & (OS t s 1) of 
Y x M with support in U such that each y E Y admits a VE v with +,( U* n 
(1~1 x M)) = v. 
Proof of 2.2. Let U = U, be any neighborhood of G in Y x M. We will construct 
a neighborhood U* of G in U and an f.p. ambient pseudo isotropy I,!+ (0~ t s 1) 
of Y x M, with support in U such that I,!J~( U* n ({y} x M)) is a single point for each 
ye Y. 
First, we can find: 
(i) U, (i= 1,. . . , n + 1): decreasing neighborhoods of G in U,, 
foreach i=O,...,n; 
Gili {WA,A: an open covering of Y; 
(iii)i {(Di, Ei)},,n: pairs of n-cells in M such that for each A E A; 
(iv) W: x 0; c Ui, Ui,, n ( Wi x M) c WA x Int Ei; 
(v) n-cells El c 0: are concentric, i.e., (D:, El) = ([-2,2]“, [-1, 11"). 
In fact, if Ui is given, then (ii)i, (iii)i and Ui+l are obtained as follows. Since f 
is a proper cellular map, for each ye Y, there exist an open neighborhood W, of 
y in Y and a concentric pair of n-cells (DL, Eb) such that f -‘( W,) c Int E, and 
W, x 0: c Ui. Let { Wb: y E Y} be a locally finite open cover of Y with Cl Wb c W, 
for each y E Y, where Cl Wi denotes the closure of Wi. Define 
U,+,=(YxM)-U{Cl Wix(M-IntEb): yE Y}. 
(Let A = Y) 
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Write Y=l_{B,:O<i~rz}, where dim&=0 [5, Theorem 4.1.3, 4.1.171. Fix 
i=O,..., n. Since dim Bi = 0, there exists a disjoint open cover { Vu}ucN of Bi 
in Y which refines { W:} (cf. [5, Proposition 3.2.2; 7, p. 226, Theorem 2-j). For each 
vEN,takeh=A,EAwithV,cW1andleth’;:DI-tD,(O~t~l)beanambient 
pseudo-isotopy rel Bd 0: such that hy has a unique nondegenerate fiber El. 
Let W, = lJ{ V,: v E N} and define an f.p. ambient pseudo-isotopy 4:: Wi X M + 
WixM (Ostsl) by 
(Y, hi’(x)) if(y,x)E V,xDi,, VEN, 
otherwise. 
Let { W{}i=O,...,n be an. open cover of Y with Cl Wi c Wi for 0~ is n. For each 
i=O,. . . , n, take a map ai: Y + [0, l] with ni( W:) = 1, Cl((~;‘(o, 11) c Wi, and define 
an f.p. ambient pseudo-isotopy $f: Y x M + Y x M by 
ify E wi, 
otherwise. 
The desired pseudo-isotopy IJ, is defined by $, = (cry0 . . . 0 $: (0~ t d 1). Since for 
each i = 0, . . . , n, +i has a support in U, and $Lf( Q+,n({y} x M)) is a single point 
for any y E W:, (lrr has a support in U and 4,( U,,,, n ({y} x M)) is a single point 
for any y E Y Define U* = U,,,,. 
Finally, let “Ir be any open cover of Y x M. If we replace U* by a smaller one 
and choose a map a: Y+ [0, 1) sufficiently close to 1, then the f.p. isotopy 4, 
(0~ t s 1) of Y x M, defined by @t(y, x) = $(y, x, a(y) * t) for (y, X) E Y x M, satisfies 
the required condition. 0 
Proof of 2.1. (cf. [3; 8, Theorem 2.5.21.) Let U = U, be any neighborhood of G in 
Y x M. By 2.2, we can find: 
(i) Ui (i 2 1): neighborhoods of G in U; 
(ii) f.p. ambient isotopies 4: (OS ts 1) of Y x M with support in Ui-1 (i2 l), 
such that for each i 2 1; 
(iii) Cl Ui+, c U, c N( G, l/2’) ( = the 1/2i-neighborhood of G in Y x M) 
(iv) diarn+io...o +I( Uin({y}x M))< l/2’ for each ye Y 
Reparametrizing the interval [0, l] by [0, 001, the desired f.p. ambient pseudo- 
isotopy +I (0 G t s 00) is defined by 
+t = ;m,* 
{ 
*.o+f-‘+f_i+l, i-lSt<i, iZ1, 
I’co &o...o&, t=m. 
Since~:~...~~fand~:~...~~1+’ are l/2’-close for each i3 1, #+ (OS t sm) 
is well defined and continuous. (Here we need not mention a complete metric in 
M, since given (y, x) E G, (4: 0 . . .o ~$:(y, x): i 2 1) is contained in a compact set.) 
Observing that &,=+:o...o~I in (YxM)-U, and &,,(Ui)=+~~~~~~~~(Ui) 
for each i 3 1, it is seen that +oo shrinks G. 
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3. Proof of Theorem 1.1 
To show the finite dimensionality of the range Y in Theorem 1.1, we need a result 
on approximately invertible maps [l]. 
A proper onto map g: X + Y is said to be approximately invertible, provided for 
some closed embedding i: X + X, to a space X, the following holds: 
For each open cover % of i(X) in X, which is refined by {ig-‘(y) : y E Y}, there 
exists a map s: Y + X, such that each x E X admits a U E % with sg(x), i(x) E U. 
Lemma 3.1 (F. D. Ancel). If g: X + Y is an approximately invertible map, then 
dim Y < dim X. 
Lemma 3.1 is verified by considering the extension of maps to spheres [ 5, Theorem 
3.2.101. 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. (i)+ (ii). By 2.1, we have an f.p. map 4: Y x M+ Y x M 
which shrinks G. This implies (ii). 
(ii)-+(iii). Let 4: Yx M-, YX M b easaboveanddefineamapg:Y+YxMby 
g(y) = 4((y) xf-i(y)) for y E Y. Since 4: ( Y x M) - G + ( Y x M) - g( Y) is an f.p. 
homeomorphism over Y, it suffices to show that the projection p: ( Y x M) - g( Y) + Y 
is a locally trivial bundle map. Let n,,,: Y x M + M denote the projection. For each 
y, E Y, using an Euclidean neighborhood of x0 = n,g(y,) in M, we have a neighbor- 
hood C of x0 in M and an f.p. homeomorphism h: C x M + C x M over C such 
that h(x, x) = (x, x0) for x E C. Let V be a neighborhood of y, in Y with rrMg( V) c C. 
Define an f.p. homeomorphism 4: Vx M + VX M over V by 
$(Y, x) = (Y, ~Jr(~,+&), x)) for (Y, x) E Vx M. 
Since $(g( V)) = V x {x,}, the restriction $: ( V x M) - g( V) + V x (M -{x0}) reveals 
the triviality of the projection p: ( Y x M) - g( Y) + Y over V. 
(iii) + (i). Let y E Y. By the assumption, there exist a compact connected neighbor- 
hood V of y in Y, an n-cell D” in M withf-‘( V) c Int D and an f.p. homeomorphism 
~:(VXM)-G+VxNover VforsomespacesN.Letr,:VxN+Ndenotethe 
projection. 
We will show that for each neighborhood U of G n ( V x M) in V x M, there 
exists a map s: V+ U with ps=idv. If this is done, then it is easy to see that the 
projection p: G n (Vx M) + V is approximately invertible. Then by Lemma 3.1, 
dim VS n and hence dim Y< n [5, Theorem 3.1.101. 
Let U be given. Since G n ( V x M) c V x Int 0, we may assume U c V x Int D. 
Since r,&( ( V x D) - U) is compact and r&((y) x (D-f-‘(y))) is non-compact 
and closed in N, there exists a point X~E N which is contained in the latter set but 
not in the former. The desired section s: V+ U is defined by s(y) = +-‘(y, x0) for 
y E V. Since the connected set s(V) meets {y} x D but does not meet Vx Bd 0, 
s(V) c V x D and by the choice of the point x,,, s(V) c U. This completes the 
proof. 0 
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Let 59 be the decomposition of Y x M whose nondegenerate elements are exactly 
the nondegenerate subsets of the form {y} xf-r(y), y E Y. Proposition 2.1 implies 
that if dim Y < ~0, then the quotient map q: Y x M + ( Y x M)/ 9 can be arbitrarily 
closely approximated by homeomorphisms. Converse1 
Y7 
if q is a near homeo- 
qc 
morphism, then q and hence, the restriction M = G - q(G) = Y are approxi- 
mately invertible. Therefore dim Yc n. 
Corollary 3.2. Let f: M + Y be a cellular map. Then dim Y < co iff the decomposition 
59 is shrinkable. 
We will conclude the section, giving a slight improvement of Theorem l.l(ii). 
By H we denote the space of all homeomorphisms of M onto itself. For each 
YE Y, let H,, denote the space of all maps of M onto itself whose nondegenerate 
fiber is just the fiber f-‘(y). These spaces are equipped with the compact-open 
topology. Let X=u{{y}~ H,:YE Y}c YxC(M) and define a map i:E+ Y by 
I%, g) = Y for (Y, 8) E 2 
Corollary 3.3. Let f: M -+ Y be a cellular map. Then dim Y < 00 iff ~5 is a (trivial) 
bundle map withjiber H. 
Proof. Suppose dim Y<co. By Theorem 1.1, we have a map 4: Y+C(M) with 
&, E H, for each y E Y Define reciprocal f.p. homeomorphisms @: Y x H + 2%’ and 
~:~~YxHoverYby~(y,h)=(y,h~,),for(y,h)~YxHand~(y,g)=(y,g,), 
for (y, g) E %‘, where g,, is the unique map with g,,$, = g. 
Conversely, suppose @is a locally trivial bundle map. Then p’ admits local sections. 
This implies that for each y E Y there exists a neighborhood V of y in Y and an 
f.p. onto map 4 “: V x M + V x M which shrinks G n ( V x M). By the same argu- 
ment as in the proof of Theorem 1.1, it follows that dim VS n and hence dim Y s n. 
This completes the proof. 
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